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New

The Killing Compartments The Mentality of Mass Murder ABRAM DE SWAAN Eminent social scientist Abram de Swaan offers a sobering and incisive survey of genocide around the world, exploring why some regimes sanction mass murder and how they convince ordinary citizens to participate in the slaughter. Cloth 2015 288 pp. 978-0-300-20872-6 $35.00

Underdog Politics The Minority Party in the U.S. House of Representatives MATTHEW N. GREEN The commonly held belief that the minority party in the U.S. House of Representatives wields little or no legislative power is cogently disputed in this comprehensive and insightful study of partisan House politics and the inner workings of this famously contentious branch of the U.S. Congress. Paper 2015 288 pp. 18 b/w illus. 978-0-300-18103-6 $35.00

The Stronghold How Republicans Captured Congress but Surrendered the White House THOMAS F. SCHALLER In this keen analysis of the Republican Party’s transformation since the Reagan-Bush era, a noted political scientist explains why the congressional wing of the party has eclipsed the presidential wing and what that augurs for Republicans, Democrats, and the nation. Cloth 2015 288 pp. 3 b/w illus. 978-0-300-17203-4 $32.50

New in paper

A Mere Machine The Supreme Court, Congress, and American Democracy ANNA HARVEY In this groundbreaking book, Anna Harvey challenges the assumptions that America’s Supreme Court is independent from the elected branches of government and that independent courts are most effective at protecting rights. Paper 2014 384 pp. 19 b/w illus. 978-0-300-20577-0 $25.00 Cloth 2013 384 pp. 19 b/w illus. 978-0-300-17111-2 $55.00 AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

1.800.405.1619/yalebooks.com

New in paper

Democracy in Retreat The Revolt of the Middle Class and the Worldwide Decline of Representative Government JOSHUA KURLANTZICK This thought-provoking book addresses a set of new and disturbing trends: democracies around the world are losing ground, middle class support of democracy has waned, and autocracies are on the rise. COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS BOOKS Paper 2014 304 pp. 978-0-300-20580-0 $22.00 Cloth 2013 304 pp. 978-0-300-17538-7 $30.00 AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

The Bigot Why Prejudice Persists STEPHEN ERIC BRONNER Renowned political theorist Stephen Eric Bronner offers a sobering and illuminating look at bigotry in the twenty-first century, particularly in the United States, exploring its abstract nature and complex connection to progress, as well as its relationship to right-wing politics. “An extremely important book. . . . A clarion call for renewed commitment to the progressive and cosmopolitan values that inform a just society.”—Dale Irvin, President, New York Theological Seminary Cloth 2014 248 pp. 978-0-300-16251-6 $40.00 AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

Breaking Democracy’s Spell JOHN DUNN In this lively and provocative work of political theory, eminent scholar John Dunn boldly explores the flaws, misconceptions, and general dysfunction of the democratic form of government and argues that we who have been so gripped by democracy’s spell must now learn to break free of it. “Whenever Dunn speaks, alarm bells sound. This time, his targets are beliefs about democracy in the United States, which he finds to be complacent, confused, and parochial. The implications are profound, consequential, and ominous.”—Adam Przeworski, Carroll and Milton Petrie Professor of Politics, New York University THE HENRY L. STIMSON LECTURES SERIES Cloth 2014 208 pp. 978-0-300-17991-0 $35.00 AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

Political Science/Political Theory
A Voice Still Heard: Selected Essays of Irving Howe
EDITED BY NINA HOWE; FOREWORD BY MORRIS DICKSTEIN
This posthumous and capacious collection includes twenty-six essays that originally appeared in such publications as the New York Review of Books, the New Republic, and the Nation. Taken together, they reveal the depth and breadth of Howe’s enthusiasms and range over politics, literature, Judaism, and the tumults of American society. “Irving Howe was a critic of literature, politics, and society, unmatched in his time for diversity of strength. A generous power of admiration runs through all his writing like a hidden melody.” —David Bromwich
Cloth 2014 416 pp. 6 b/w illus.
978-0-300-20366-0  $40.00

A New Edition
Utopia Second Edition
THOMAS MORE; TRANSLATED AND INTRODUCED BY CLARENCE H. MILLER; WITH A NEW AFTERWORD BY JERRY HARP
More’s Utopia is one of the most important works of European humanism and serves as a key text in survey courses on Western intellectual history, the Renaissance, political theory, and many other subjects. Preeminent More scholar Clarence H. Miller does justice to the full range of More’s rhetoric in this masterful translation. In a new afterword to this edition, Jerry Harp contextualizes More’s life and Utopia within the wider frames of European humanism and the Renaissance.
978-0-300-18610-9  $8.95
AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

The Tyranny of the Moderns
NADIA URBINATI; TRANSLATED BY MARTIN THOM
Respected political theorist Nadia Urbiniat proposes a rejection of the “I don’t give a damn” ideal of contemporary individualism in favor of a more communitarian approach as a means of combating the most radical risk currently imperiling modern democracy. “This book will change how we think about individualism in democratic societies.” —Linda M. G. Zerilli, University of Chicago
Cloth 2015 192 pp.
978-0-300-14860-2  $22.00

On Heroes, Hero-Worship, and the Heroic in History
THOMAS CARLYLE; EDITED BY DAVID R. SORESEN AND BRENT E. KINSER
978-0-300-17647-6  $15.00

The Communist Manifesto
EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY JEFFREY C. ISAAC; WITH ESSAYS BY STEVEN LUKES, STEPHEN ERIC BRONNER, VLADIMIR TISMANEANU, SASKIA SASSEN
978-0-300-12302-9  $12.00
Cloth 2012 240 pp.
978-0-300-12301-2  $60.00
AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

The Writings of Abraham Lincoln
EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY STEVEN B. SMITH; WITH ESSAYS BY DANilo PETRANOVIcH, RALPH LERNER, BENJAMIN KLEINERMAN, STEVEN B. SMITH
978-0-300-18123-4  $18.00
Cloth 2012 544 pp.
978-0-300-16510-4  $60.00
AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

Recent & Classic Titles

Yale UNIVERSITY PRESS

Selected Writings of Thomas Paine
EDITED BY IAN SHAPIRO AND JANE E. CALVERT; WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY IAN SHAPIRO; WITH ESSAYS BY J. C. D. CLARK, JANE E. CALVERT, AND EILEEN HUNT BOTTING
Featuring the most authoritative texts available, this edition contains Thomas Paine’s essential works together with commentary that reflects the best historical thinking on this seminal figure in the American Revolution.
978-0-300-16745-0  $18.00

A Vindication of the Rights of Woman
MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT; EDITED BY EILEEN HUNT BOTTING; WITH ESSAYS BY RUTH ABBEY, EILEEN HUNT BOTTING, NORMA CLARKE, MADELINE CRONIN, AND VIRGINIA SAPIRO
A comprehensive new edition of Mary Wollstonecraft’s visionary eighteenth-century feminist treatise includes essays by leading Wollstonecraft scholars that examine both the historical and contemporary political relevance and enduring legacies of this groundbreaking Enlightenment era document.
978-0-300-17647-6  $15.00
The Art of Peacemaking
Selected Political Essays by István Bibó
ISTVÁN BIBÓ; TRANSLATED BY PÉTER PÁSZTÓR; EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY IVÁN ZOLTÁN DÉNES; WITH A FOREWORD BY ADAM MICHNÍK
This magisterial compendium of essays introduces English-speaking audiences to the work of Hungarian essayist István Bibó, one of the foremost theorists and psychologists of twentieth-century European politics and culture.

World Thought in Translation
Cloth 2015 480 pp.
978-0-300-20378-3  $85.00

Initiative to Stop the Violence
Sadat’s Assassins and the Renunciation of Political Violence
AL-GAMA’AH AL-ISLAMIYAH; TRANSLATED BY SHERMAN A. JACKSON
This book is a surprising repudiation of violent extremism and terrorist philosophy by al-Gama’ah al-Islamiyah, the militant Islamic organization believed responsible for the assassination of Egyptian president Anwar Sadat.

A Different Democracy
American Government in a 31-Country Perspective
STEVEN L. TAYLOR, MATTHEW S. SHUGART, AREND LIPHIART, AND BERNARD GROFMAN
A unique and insightful view of American exceptionalism, this essential text examines the U.S. political system from a comparative point of view, analyzing how America’s democratic government differs from those of other democracies around the world and what those differences ultimately mean in terms of democratic performance.

An Uncanny Era
Conversations between Václav Havel and Adam Michnik
EDITED, TRANSLATED, AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY ELZBIETA MATYNIA
A remarkable series of political discussions between Czechoslovakian playwright and president Vaclav Havel and esteemed Polish journalist Adam Michnik is published in English for the first time.

Stumbling Giant
The Threats to China’s Future
TIMOTHY BEARDSON
Countering the widespread assumption that China is poised to surpass the United States and rise to global supremacy, this book delineates the daunting array of challenges to China’s progress.

Fragile Empire
How Russia Fell In and Out of Love with Vladimir Putin
BEN JUDAH
A journalist’s lively, inside account of Russian President Putin’s leadership, his achievements and failures, and the crisis he faces amidst rising corruption, government dysfunction, and growing citizen unrest.

Hun Sen’s Cambodia
SEBASTIAN STRANGIO
Australian journalist Sebastian Strangio explores the present state of Cambodian society under the leadership of Prime Minister Hun Sen, painting a vivid portrait of a nation steeped in corruption and struggling under a new form of repression less than four decades removed from the Khmer Rouge killing fields.

The Trouble with History
Morality, Revolution, and Counterrevolution
ADAM MICHNÍK; EDITED BY IRENA GRUDZINSKA GROSS; TRANSLATED BY ELZBIETA MATYNIA, AGNIESZKA MARCZYK, AND ROMAN CZARNY
Eastern European dissident Adam Michnik compares modern-day Poland to post-revolutionary France in this profound and brilliant meditation on politics, morality, history, and the “virus of fundamentalism.”

World Thought in Translation/Comparative Politics

1.800.405.1619/yalebooks.com
New in paper

The Question of Intervention John Stuart Mill and the Responsibility to Protect
MICHAEL W. DOYLE Shedding new light on essential moral, foreign policy, and human rights issues, international relations theorist Michael W. Doyle cogently addresses one of the most complex and important concerns in today’s world: when or if a nation should intervene in another country’s affairs.

CASTLE LECTURES SERIES
Cloth 2015 296 pp. 1 b/w illus. 978-0-300-17263-8 $40.00

An Insider’s Guide to the UN Third Edition LINDA FASULO Termed “the indispensable source on the United Nations” by Joseph S. Nye of Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, this book is now fully revised and updated to include new material on fragile states, R2P (responsibility to protect), recent Security Council issues such as the revolts in Libya and Syria, and a greatly expanded section on understanding and participating in a Model UN.

Paper 2015 288 pp. 49 b/w illus. 978-0-300-20365-3 $20.00

Charter of the United Nations Together with Scholarly Commentaries and Essential Historical Documents EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY IAN SHAPIRO AND JOSEPH LAMPERT A concise, illuminating, and accessible introduction to the UN, this essential volume provides the full text of the United Nations Charter and the Statute of the International Court of Justice, as well as other related historical documents and commentary by distinguished authorities on the Charter and its legacy.

Paper 2014 280 pp. 978-0-300-18043-5 $20.00

Failed Statebuilding Intervention, the State, and the Dynamics of Peace Formation OLIVER RICHMOND This groundbreaking study explores the viability of statebuilding efforts and argues that failures stem from Western failure to understand what their intended beneficiaries actually want or need.

Cloth 2014 304 pp. 978-0-300-17531-8 $85.00

Useful Enemies When Waging Wars Is More Important Than Winning Them DAVID KEEN In this important book David Keen investigates the factors that cause and sustain wars and argues that in order to bring them successfully to an end we need to understand the complex interests on all sides.

Paper 2014 320 pp. 978-0-300-20543-5 $30.00

Diplomacy on Ice Energy and the Environment in the Arctic and Antarctic EDITED BY REBECCA PINCUS AND SALEEM H. ALI; FOREWORD BY JAMES GUSTAVE SPETH As the race for polar resources escalates, the potential for international conflict has been the focus of much discussion. This thoughtful book shifts the conversation from conflict to cooperation, emphasizing the possibilities for diplomacy and cooperative decision-making on issues affecting the Arctic and Antarctic.

Cloth 2015 304 pp. 978-0-300-20516-9 $85.00

Why Nudge? The Politics of Libertarian Paternalism CASS R. SUNSTEIN Based on studies in behavioral economics establishing that people often act counter to their own best interests, this highly provocative work by bestselling author Cass R. Sunstein argues strongly in favor of the regulation of personal behavior by a paternalistic “welfarist” government.

THE STORRS LECTURES SERIES
Cloth 2014 208 pp. 3 b/w illus. 978-0-300-19786-0 $25.00
The Citizen’s Share Reducing Inequality in the 21st Century
JOSEPH R. BLASI, RICHARD B. FREEMAN, AND DOUGLAS L. KRUSE
Based on a ten-year study of profit sharing, employee ownership, and the share idea, Blasi, Freeman, and Kruse make a compelling case for a return to the visionary economic policies of American Founding Fathers Washington, Adams, Jefferson, and Madison. “America used to be based on broad access to wealth and property. If you want to know more about this tradition, and how to revive it, read this book.”—Thomas Piketty, author of Capital in the Twenty-First Century
Paper 2014 320 pp. 4 b/w illus. 978-0-300-20933-4 $19.00
Cloth 2013 304 pp. 4 b/w illus. 978-0-300-19225-4 $38.00
AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

A Question of Balance Weighing the Options on Global Warming Policies
WILLIAM NORDHAUS
This vitally important book shows how economic analysis can help us to better address the challenges of global warming. Integrating economic and scientific research, the author provides a comprehensive model that can determine which of many alternative proposals will be most cost-beneficial in reducing greenhouse-gas emissions.
Paper 2014 256 pp. 25 b/w illus. 978-0-300-20939-6 $27.50
Cloth 2008 256 pp. 25 b/w illus. 978-0-300-13748-4 $28.00
AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

The Snail Darter and the Dam How Pork- Barrel Politics Endangered a Little Fish and Killed a River
ZYGMUNT J. B. PLATER
In a narrative that dispels widespread misperceptions about the environmental battle against the TVA’s final dam project, a law professor and his students carry the notorious snail darter case through the corridors of Congress and the U.S. Supreme Court. “This is the inside story, laid out with wonderful lucidity, of a long and fascinating battle that became an icon of its era and remains instructive today.”—Jonathan Harr, author of A Civil Action
Paper 2014 392 pp. 33 b/w illus. 978-0-300-20941-9 $25.00
Cloth 2013 392 pp. 33 b/w illus. 978-0-300-17324-6 $35.00
AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

The Bet Paul Ehrlich, Julian Simon, and Our Gamble over Earth’s Future
PAUL SABIN
This gripping history of the clash between environmentalists and their conservative critics—from the late 1960s to the present—traces the origins of the political gulf that separates the two sides. Sabin makes a forceful case for using social values, rather than economic or biological absolutes, to guide society’s crucial choices about climate change, the planet’s health, and our own.
Paper 2014 320 pp. 24 b/w illus. 978-0-300-19897-3 $18.00
Cloth 2013 320 pp. 24 b/w illus. 978-0-300-17648-3 $28.50
AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

Emperor of Liberty Thomas Jefferson’s Foreign Policy
FRANCIS D. COGLIANO
This dramatic reevaluation of Jefferson’s record as a statesman sheds new light on his attitudes, priorities, willingness to use deadly force, and challenges as the leader of a fledgling republic in a world of warring empires.
The Lewis Walpole Series in Eighteenth-Century Culture and History
Cloth 2014 320 pp. 3 maps 978-0-300-17993-4 $32.50
AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

Global Rules America, Britain and a Disordered World
JAMES E. CRONIN
This penetrating new political, economic, and diplomatic history explores the United States and Great Britain’s “special relationship”—a partnership forged by a shared dedication to a new world order based on an open market economy—from the last years of the Cold War through the Age of Terror.
Cloth 2014 416 pp. 978-0-300-15148-0 $45.00

Gathering Together The Shawnee People through Diaspora and Nationhood, 1600–1870
SAMI LAKOMÄKI
This comprehensive book demonstrates how the interactions between the Shawnee peoples and arriving European colonists transformed the political realities and ideas of both groups, profoundly affecting the course of American history.
The Lamar Series in Western History; Published in Cooperation with the William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies, Southern Methodist University
Cloth 2014 344 pp. 12 b/w illus. 978-0-300-18061-9 $40.00
Patriotic Betrayal: The Inside Story of the CIA’s Secret Campaign to Enroll American Students in the Crusade Against Communism  
Karen M. Paget  
This riveting and revelatory true story recalls a stunning chapter in the history of U.S. intelligence, when the CIA used American college students as undercover agents in their covert campaign against communism during the Cold War. “Written with a lightness of touch that belies the huge research on which it is based, Patriotic Betrayal is a compulsive read. You will be astounded, educated and entertained.” —Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones, author of The CIA and American Democracy  
Cloth 2015 544 pp. 17 b/w illus. 978-0-300-20508-4 $35.00

The Declaration of Independence in Historical Context: American State Papers, Petitions, Proclamations, and Letters of the Delegates to the First National Congresses  
Compiled, Edited, and Introduced by Barry Alan Shain  
Letters, papers, petitions, and proclamations from the mid-eighteenth century in the American colonies provide a radically different historical perspective on the Declaration of Independence and the motivations and events that inspired the creation of the remarkable document that inflamed the American Revolution.  
Cloth 2014 784 pp. 978-0-300-15874-8 $125.00

Ukrainian Nationalism: Politics, Ideology, and Literature, 1929–1956  
Myroslav Shkandrij  
This revealing historical analysis of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists argues that the previously ignored creative literature of interwar nationalism offers a key insight into nationalism’s potent mythmaking.  
Cloth 2015 344 pp. 978-0-300-20628-9 $85.00

Imagining Black America  
Michael Wayne  
What defines a person as “authentically” black? How are racial boundaries constructed? This thought-provoking book explores the history of black identity and its shifting meaning from the first arrival of Africans in America to Obama’s presidency. “Wayne takes us on a remarkable journey from biological science to the earliest period of Atlantic contact to contemporary matters of inner cities and incarceration. It is quite a feat.” —Steven Hahn, University of Pennsylvania  
Cloth 2014 336 pp. 978-0-300-19781-5 $30.00

Famine Politics in Maoist China and the Soviet Union  
Felix Wemheuer  
An authoritative study of food politics in the People’s Republic of China and the Soviet Union, this provocative history uses famine as a lens to view the rise of the twentieth century’s premier socialist systems, providing a new approach to the study of world hunger.  
YALE AGRARIAN STUDIES SERIES  
Cloth 2014 344 pp. 5 b/w illus. 978-0-300-19581-1 $65.00

1940 FDR, Willkie, Lindbergh, Hitler—the Election amid the Storm  
Susan Dunn  
This spellbinding story of the Roosevelt-Willkie election season explores the deep divisions in the United States on the eve of World War II, the pull of Lindbergh’s staunch isolationism, and the courageous candidates and politicians who forged crucial agreements across the aisle. “A brilliant portrait of an America in transition. . . . Captivating. . . . Few years turn out to be as perilous as 1940, or as portentous.” —David M. Shribman, Wall Street Journal  
Paper 2014 432 pp. 16 b/w illus. 978-0-300-20574-9 $20.00  
Cloth 2013 432 pp. 16 b/w illus. 978-0-300-19086-1 $30.00  
AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK
New

The Taliban Revival Violence and Extremism on the Pakistan-Afghanistan Frontier HASSAN ABBAS This authoritative account of the Taliban’s remarkable rebirth in Pakistan and Afghanistan traces the roots of the region’s Islamic extremism and examines the role of America’s political policies and strategic military decisions in enabling the troubling resurgence of the dangerously repressive fundamentalists. Cloth 2014 296 pp. 16 b/w illus. 978-0-300-17884-5 $30.00

Wildcat Currency How the Virtual Money Revolution Is Transforming the Economy EDWARD CASTRONOVA Edward Castronova, the premier expert in the field, offers a fascinating look at unregulated virtual currencies from ThankYou Points to Bitcoin, exploring their legal and political ramifications and how they will change the global economy forever. “Castronova also provides an intriguing discussion of the history of online games and the parallel development of in-house payments systems . . . A controversial thesis with potentially broader implications for the future of banking and global corporations.”—Kirkus Reviews Cloth 2014 288 pp. 978-0-300-18613-0 $30.00

Available as e-book

Hard Times The Divisive Toll of the Economic Slump TOM CLARK WITH ANTHONY HEATH A hard-hitting study—by Guardian journalist Tom Clark with eminent Professor Anthony Heath—explores the staggering social costs of the Great Recession, and the lasting effects of consequent joblessness and poverty on individuals, families, and communities in the U.S. and the U.K. “If you want to know about the enduring damage that recessions can do to ordinary people in unequal societies, then read this book. Hard Times provides a unique combination of hard statistics and fascinating interviews with workers and families that were hit by the big slump. A must read.”—Thomas Piketty, author of Capital in the Twenty-First Century Cloth 2014 312 pp. 30 charts and graphs 978-0-300-20377-6 $30.00

Available as e-book

Beyond the University Why Liberal Education Matters MICHAEL S. ROTH Michael Roth argues eloquently that since America’s founding days, the history of liberal education has been closely tied to a set of attitudes and values that remain crucial to our democracy and our national success. “[An] economical and nearly jargon-free historical account of liberal education in America.”—Washington Post Cloth 2014 240 pp. 978-0-300-17551-6 $25.00

Available as e-book

Beyond the University Why Liberal Education Matters
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Edward Castronova

Cloth 2014 288 pp. 978-0-300-18613-0 $30.00

Available as e-book

Hard Times

The Divisive Toll of the Economic Slump

Tom Clark with Anthony Heath

Cloth 2014 312 pp. 30 charts and graphs 978-0-300-20377-6 $30.00

Available as e-book

Beyond the University

Why Liberal Education Matters

Michael S. Roth

Cloth 2014 240 pp. 978-0-300-17551-6 $25.00

Available as e-book

Beyond the University Why Liberal Education Matters
New

**Austerity** *The Great Failure*  FLORIAN SCHUI What does history tell us about the success rate of austerity measures in times of economic crisis? This timely book explores why austerity still has proponents despite its long record of failure, and why the concept is alien to capitalism.

978-0-300-20393-6 $26.00

AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

**Other People’s Houses** *How Decades of Bailouts, Captive Regulators, and Toxic Bankers Made Home Mortgages a Thrilling Business*  JENNIFER TAUB How did the financial crisis of 2008 come about? Could it happen again? This book provides a full account of the reckless practices that nearly brought down the financial world and warns that yes, it could happen again.

“A concise, clear, and compelling account.”—Glenn C. Altschuler, *Huffington Post*

978-0-300-16898-0 $30.00

AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

**Culture Crash** *The Killing of the Creative Class*  SCOTT TIMBERG A near-perfect storm of change has put countless artists, writers, dancers, and musicians out of work. This book is the first to look deeply into the roots of the crisis of the creative class in America and to explore both the human toll and the consequences for society.

978-0-300-19588-0 $26.00

**Europe’s Deadlock** *How the Euro Crisis Could Be Solved—And Why It Won’t Happen*  DAVID MARSH This short, fiercely argued book explains how five years of continuous crisis management not only have failed to resolve the Eurozone’s problems but have actually made things worse. Marsh warns that the current succession of complex technical fixes cannot sustain the Eurozone on life support indefinitely. Radical solutions are on offer, but without leaders who are strong and principled enough to push them through, Europe risks a depressing future of permanent decline.

978-0-300-20120-8 $15.00

AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

**Friend of the Court** *On the Front Lines with the First Amendment*  FLOYD ABRAMS From the Pentagon Papers to Citizens United, Floyd Abrams has litigated the most controversial free-speech and free-press cases of our time. This inspiring and controversial collection of his writings addresses every key First Amendment issue of the past four decades.

“Vigorous, principled defenses of freedom of expression from a long career in the legal trenches.”—*Kirkus Reviews*

978-0-300-20563-3 $25.00

Cloth 2013 488 pp.
978-0-300-19087-8 $32.50

AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

**Innovation Economics** *The Race for Global Advantage*  ROBERT D. ATKINSON AND STEPHEN J. EZELL This book delivers a critical wake-up call: the United States has fallen behind other nations in innovation-based economic growth. The authors explain why this is of great concern and offer original ideas for regaining America’s competitive edge.

“For those of us who believe America’s brightest days are ahead of us, Atkinson and Ezell offer important insights about how we can insure that innovation is at the core of our country’s progress.”—Jack Markell, Governor of Delaware

Paper 2014 440 pp. 15 b/w illus.
978-0-300-20565-7 $22.00

Cloth 2012 440 pp. 15 b/w illus.
978-0-300-16899-0 $30.00

AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

**If Mayors Ruled the World** *Dysfunctional Nations, Rising Cities*  BENJAMIN R. BARBER; WITH A NEW PREFACE AND APPENDIXES A distinguished and innovative thinker shows why cities and the mayors who run them can provide answers to the world’s most urgent problems while rescuing democracy for the twenty-first century. “A provocative look at how cities can and do lead from the front in addressing the most pressing issues of our time.”—Michael R. Bloomberg, 108th Mayor of New York City and founder of Bloomberg LP

Paper 2014 472 pp. 2 b/w illus.
978-0-300-20932-7 $22.00

Cloth 2013 432 pp. 2 b/w illus.
978-0-300-16467-1 $30.00

AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

**Austerity** *The Great Failure*  FLORIAN SCHUI What does history tell us about the success rate of austerity measures in times of economic crisis? This timely book explores why austerity still has proponents despite its long record of failure, and why the concept is alien to capitalism.

978-0-300-20393-6 $26.00

AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

**Other People’s Houses** *How Decades of Bailouts, Captive Regulators, and Toxic Bankers Made Home Mortgages a Thrilling Business*  JENNIFER TAUB How did the financial crisis of 2008 come about? Could it happen again? This book provides a full account of the reckless practices that nearly brought down the financial world and warns that yes, it could happen again.

“A concise, clear, and compelling account.”—Glenn C. Altschuler, *Huffington Post*

978-0-300-16898-0 $30.00

AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

**Culture Crash** *The Killing of the Creative Class*  SCOTT TIMBERG A near-perfect storm of change has put countless artists, writers, dancers, and musicians out of work. This book is the first to look deeply into the roots of the crisis of the creative class in America and to explore both the human toll and the consequences for society.

978-0-300-19588-0 $26.00

**Europe’s Deadlock** *How the Euro Crisis Could Be Solved—And Why It Won’t Happen*  DAVID MARSH This short, fiercely argued book explains how five years of continuous crisis management not only have failed to resolve the Eurozone’s problems but have actually made things worse. Marsh warns that the current succession of complex technical fixes cannot sustain the Eurozone on life support indefinitely. Radical solutions are on offer, but without leaders who are strong and principled enough to push them through, Europe risks a depressing future of permanent decline.

978-0-300-20120-8 $15.00

AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

**Friend of the Court** *On the Front Lines with the First Amendment*  FLOYD ABRAMS From the Pentagon Papers to Citizens United, Floyd Abrams has litigated the most controversial free-speech and free-press cases of our time. This inspiring and controversial collection of his writings addresses every key First Amendment issue of the past four decades.

“Vigorous, principled defenses of freedom of expression from a long career in the legal trenches.”—*Kirkus Reviews*

978-0-300-20563-3 $25.00

Cloth 2013 488 pp.
978-0-300-19087-8 $32.50

AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

**Innovation Economics** *The Race for Global Advantage*  ROBERT D. ATKINSON AND STEPHEN J. EZELL This book delivers a critical wake-up call: the United States has fallen behind other nations in innovation-based economic growth. The authors explain why this is of great concern and offer original ideas for regaining America’s competitive edge.

“For those of us who believe America’s brightest days are ahead of us, Atkinson and Ezell offer important insights about how we can insure that innovation is at the core of our country’s progress.”—Jack Markell, Governor of Delaware

Paper 2014 440 pp. 15 b/w illus.
978-0-300-20565-7 $22.00

Cloth 2012 440 pp. 15 b/w illus.
978-0-300-16899-0 $30.00

AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK

**If Mayors Ruled the World** *Dysfunctional Nations, Rising Cities*  BENJAMIN R. BARBER; WITH A NEW PREFACE AND APPENDIXES A distinguished and innovative thinker shows why cities and the mayors who run them can provide answers to the world’s most urgent problems while rescuing democracy for the twenty-first century. “A provocative look at how cities can and do lead from the front in addressing the most pressing issues of our time.”—Michael R. Bloomberg, 108th Mayor of New York City and founder of Bloomberg LP

Paper 2014 472 pp. 2 b/w illus.
978-0-300-20932-7 $22.00

Cloth 2013 432 pp. 2 b/w illus.
978-0-300-16467-1 $30.00

AVAILABLE AS E-BOOK
**The Terror Courts**

*Rough Justice at Guantanamo Bay*  
**JESS BRAVIN**

In this riveting book, a journalist who has covered the Guantanamo Bay prison camp since its inception reports on the legal, political, and moral issues that have stood in the way of justice. The deplorable story is a chapter in the War on Terror that has never been fully told before.

*Publishers Weekly* Top-Ten Political Book Pick; *Washington Post* Notable Nonfiction of 2013; Winner of the 2013 American Bar Association’s Silver Gavel Award

**Paper** 2014 456 pp. 16 b/w illus.  
978-0-300-20559-6 $20.00

**Cloth** 2013 448 pp. 16 b/w illus.  
978-0-300-18920-9 $35.00

**available as e-book**

**Captive Audience**

*The Telecom Industry and Monopoly Power in the New Gilded Age*  
**SUSAN CRAWFORD**

This important book explores how monopolies in the telecommunications industry have left Americans paying much more but getting much less when it comes to high-speed Internet access and the effect this has on America’s standing in the global economy. “A calm but chilling state-of-play on the information age in the United States.”—David Carr, *New York Times*

**Paper** 2014 368 pp.  
978-0-300-20570-1 $22.00

**Cloth** 2013 368 pp.  
978-0-300-15313-2 $30.00

**available as e-book**

**When the Money Runs Out**

*The End of Western Affluence*  
**STEPHEN D. KING**

An eminent economist warns that Western nations’ economic expectations for the future are way out of sync with the realities of economic stagnation, and stringent steps will be required to avoid massive political and economic upheaval. “Well-written, thoughtful and highly convincing . . . [King’s] clear-eyed assessment of the problems ahead makes the book essential reading.”—The *Economist*

978-0-300-20523-7 $20.00

**Cloth** 2013 304 pp.  
978-0-300-19052-6 $30.00

**available as e-book**

**Surge**

*My Journey with General David Petraeus and the Remaking of the Iraq War*  
**PETER R. MANSOOR; WITH A NEW AFTERWORD**

The first full account of the 2007-8 troop surge in Iraq, told by a member of General Petraeus’s innermost circle, reveals how the strategy was devised and implemented, who supported the effort and who didn’t, and how the surge changed Iraqi history. “The definitive account. . . . A fascinating combination of grand strategy and personal vignettes.”—Max Boot, *Wall Street Journal*

**YALE LIBRARY OF MILITARY HISTORY**

**Paper** 2014 384 pp. 20 b/w illus + 2 maps  
978-0-300-20937-2 $20.00

**Cloth** 2013 384 pp. 20 b/w illus + 2 maps  
978-0-300-17235-5 $28.00

**available as e-book**

**Restless Valley**

*Revolution, Murder, and Intrigue in the Heart of Central Asia*  
**PHILIP SHISHKIN**

An award-winning reporter provides a vivid account of Central Asia’s wild recent history, its role as a staging ground for U.S. military actions in nearby Afghanistan, and its struggles against violence, corruption, and the ruinous heroin industry. “Philip Shishkin’s journalistic account of modern Central Asia is . . . an accessible introduction. . . . Sharp and entertaining. . . . [The stories] are vigorous and bold.”—Wall *Street Journal*

**Paper** 2014 328 pp. 18 b/w illus.  
978-0-300-20591-6 $20.00

**Cloth** 2013 328 pp. 18 b/w illus.  
978-0-300-18436-5 $28.00

**available as e-book**

**The Passage to Europe**

*How a Continent Became a Union*  
**LUUK VAN MIDDELAAR**

This essential book explains the origins of the European Union, the forces binding it together and driving it forward, and how political leaders will surmount the current economic turmoil. “A discerning, balanced, gracefully written book, flavoured with the insights of political science but filled with the meat of European Union history over six decades.”—Tony Barber, *Financial Times*

978-0-300-20533-6 $30.00

**Cloth** 2013 392 pp.  
978-0-300-18112-8 $45.00

**available as e-book**
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